Development of novel thiazolopyrimidines as CDC25B phosphatase inhibitors.
The development of CDC25 phosphatase inhibitors is an interesting approach toward new antitumor agents, as CDC25 play key roles in cell-cycle regulation and are overexpressed in numerous cancers. We previously reported a novel compound belonging to the thiazolopyrimidine family that inhibits CDC25 activity with an IC(50) value of 13 microM and displays cytotoxic properties against HeLa cells. Structural modifications were subsequently conducted on this new pharmacophore which led to a library of 45 thiazolopyrimidines. Regarding the in vitro effects, 14 compounds inhibit CDC25B with IC(50)<20 microM, with the most efficient inhibitor 44 improving the potency to 4.5 microM. Steady-state kinetics were performed and showed a mixed inhibition pattern for all tested compounds. Furthermore, 44 was able to revert the bypass of genotoxicity-induced G(2) arrest upon CDC25B overexpression, indicating that this compound targets the dual-specificity phosphatase in cultured cells. Finally, the cytotoxic activities of the compounds were determined against two human cancer cell lines. The results indicate that the prostatic LNCaP cell line is more sensitive to these derivatives than the pancreatic adenocarcinoma MiaPaCa-2 line. With its interesting enzymatic and cellular properties, compound 44 appears to be a promising CDC25B inhibitor for further development.